his relationship with the other sex and his sexual orientation. The analysis of
the sexual psychic reality is obtained by the exploration of sexual inner world
(as obtained mainly through the individual sexual narratives, fantasies and
dreams) and its comparison to sexual behavior, sexual attitude, and sexual
cognitions.

Results: In the majority of patients it is possible to find relatively minor
causes of sexual dysfunctions. Like performance anxiety or anticipatory
anxiety or a large spectrum of cognitive disturbances that play a role in the
beginning of the sexual symptoms as well as its persistence and aggravation
with the time. In other patients and in particular when the above conditions
are difficult to remove or don’t explain the presence and the gravity of the
dysfunction deeper causes should be considered. Our focus on specific sexual
areas like gender identity, sexual attitude and relationship to the other and
the other sex, sexual desire and antideisire let us have a better comprehension
of the patient’s sexual dynamics. And his otherwise unexplainable and
contradictory attitude and behavior. Successful and pleasurable sex is in most
cases correlated with healthy and egosyntonic sexual wants and urges, while
dysfunctional or unpleasant sexuality is associated with anxious and
depressive worries.

Conclusion: The sexual mind has a great impact on behavioral sexual life. It
is important to fully explore sexual behavior and sexual attitude and imagi-
nation in order to have better result in the understanding and treatment of
sexual dysfunctional men.
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THE GENNARO VESUVIO’S CASE: ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION AND EMOTIONAL LIMITS
Troatto, D.; Strepetova, T.;
1Salerno, Italy; 2Strepetova, Salerno, Italy

Objective: Sexual problems in men can have an organic or psychological
cause. Sexual problems in healthy man can have a psychological background.
We report the case of fifty years old dysfunctional man consulting for erectile
dysfunction and secondary premature ejaculation. We demonstrate a positive
 correlation between the clinical condition and a specific mental conflict.

Methods: The patient is examined within a sexodynamic framework with
the intent to correlate his sexual behavior with his sexual imaginative world
 as testified by the study of his fantasies and dreams. We encourage our
patient to represent with drawings his sexual condition and diffic.

Results: A barely credible and fascinating way to confront sexual issues emerge from the history of Gennaro Vesuvio. A story which tell us how even
today a pretty educated man struggling for a solution for inner not accepted
problems can become victim of a fraud by someone supposed to use magical
powers of witchcraft. The emotional problems and the sexual conflicts that
interfere with patient’s sexual capacity and ability to perform are testified by several patient’s drawings.

Conclusion: The case illustrates a correlation between disturbed eroticism and erectile dysfunction and secondary premature ejaculation.
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PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF A NEW PLANT-BASED COMPOUND ON TESTICULAR DYSFUNCTION VIA NRF2/HO-1 SIGNALING PATHWAY
1Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, Urology, Seoul, Republic of Korea; 2Seoul St. Mary’s Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Objective: A previous study demonstrated that a modified Ojayeonjongh-
wan (KH-204) could be developed as a therapeutic alternative medicine to
improve ED. We examined the pharmacological effects of KH-204 in vitro
and in an androgen-deprived rat model.